#1

#3

Are you ready
to look for clues?
You’ll find the second
one where you put
your shoes

Where do you go to
take a seat when it’s
time for you to eat?

#2
Where do you go
when it’s time to
brush for two whole
minutes? (never rush!)

#5

For your next clue
go and take a look
in a place where you
would find a book

Where do you look
when you need to
know whether or not
it’s time to go?

Hop if you can
on one leg to a
place you’d find a
laundry peg

#4
#7

#6
#9

These are soft and
come in two’s, you
put them on before
your shoes

#10
Are you thirsty?
Where do you think
you’d find a cup for
your drink?

Look under the place
you lay your head
when you’re sleepy
and it’s time for bed

#8
You’re doing well,
we’ll get there soon,
now look where you
would find a spoon

#11

We’re almost
there so don’t you
cheat, now head to
where you’d wipe
your feet

#12
For your last clue find
a place that’s cold
which keeps our food
from growing old
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Cupcake toppers:
Cut out these speech bubbles, attach to toothpicks, poke into individual cupcakes and place at the
end of your clue hunt.

Good
detective
work!

Well done!

Awesome
job!

You’re
a super
sleuth!

You
solved the
mystery!

You did it!

Cheat list of where to hide the clues:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

This clue gets given to the young detectives, no need to hide it
A shoe cupboard or shoe storage area
Stick it underneath a dining chair or your dining table
Hide it somewhere around a bookshelf
On or near your bathroom sink (or wherever toothbrushes are kept)
In or near a peg basket
Somewhere near a clock (where a child can reach)
In a sock drawer
Under a pillow
Under or near a doormat
In your cupboard where cups are kept. You can also hide a juice or other drink here.
In your cutlery drawer

Place the cupcakes with cupcake complete with toppers on a plate in the fridge at the end of the
clue hunt.
Note: If there is more than one child taking part in the clue hunt you’ll need to remind them to leave
the clues where they are when they find them so that the others can find them too.
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